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A spirit of enterprise
at the Ministry of Defence
Duncan Campbel/ and Robin Cook write: The
endeavours of British arms salesmen were acclaimed
at this week's Aldershot Army Exhibition by Sir
Ronald Ellis, head of the Defe~ce Sales Organisa-
tion, with the comment that 96 per cent of his mer-
chandise had 'never been used in anger'. The basis
of this quantification - or a list of victims of the re-
maining 4 per cent of sales, likely to be worth £50
million in exports - was not explained,
Although this year's weapons sales are estimated

to be worth over £1200 million, with an increasing
emphasis on repressive 'internal security' material,
there is some evidence that gaudy weapons displays
like BAEE 1980 are a costly flop. The New
Statesman has obtained a copy of the confidential
list of foreign visitors to this year's show. Com-
parison with similar lists from 1976 and 1978 shows
that the Ministry of Defence salesmen have had to
reach new heights (or depths).
Although Sir Ronald Ellis claimed that 89 coun-

tries would visit the show, only 41 had actually ac-
cepted on the last list sent to exhibitors. Some, in-
cluding Saudi Arabia, refused to attend at all.
Dozens of nations refused to send delegates unless
the MoD coughed up their air fare and full expenses
(West End hotels included). Such free-loaders in-
cluded Indonesia, Tunisia, Morocco, Mexico,
Philippines, Bolivia, Ghana, Guyana, Zaire, Colum-
bia, Turkey and many more. They can hardly be ex-
pected to be good paying customers. According to
Hugh Braden, the Assistant Under Secretary of
State for Defence Sales, the MoD has paid up each
time.
Almost all the big delegations came from NATO

or other European countries; it is clear that third
world attendance (for whom BAEE is primarily in-
. tended) has dramatically slumped. This should at
least be a heartening sign for Amnesty International
who recently published a study of the transfer of
repressive technology from Britain. Security forces
accused of torture have increasingly been found to
be British equipped. The moment of truth came
close when, after the fall of Amin, it emerged that
his State Research Centre death camp had been
liberally equipped by British companies - Pye being
particularly prominent. The arms traders continued
to lavish their attention on Amin, even after one of
their number was clubbed to death by his Ugandan
clients.

Twenty seven of the countries attending the Alder-
shot show feature strongly in Amnesty's lists. A
detailed examination of the delegates confirms that
there is an increasing interest in surveillance and.
security equipment, as against conventional military
armaments. What, for example, may the Director of
Electronics of Malaysian Military Intelligence be
looking for? One of the week's well known visitors
is also better known away from the conventional
battle field: Ulrich Wegener, formerly head of the
SAS type GSG9 unit. Wegener was accompanied by
GSG9's equipment officer and the head of the Ger-
man Police Academy Research Dept.

Britain's policy on arms sales, according to the
Defence White Paper, is 'a policy of responsible
restraint' in which consideration of human rights is
given 'full weight'. The truth is that no export
licence is required for the supply of any equipment
with a civilian as well as a military application,
which conveniently excludes from control most of
the communications and computer technology
which police states wish to acquire. Mrs Thatcher
has rejected a demand from Amnesty to bring
repressive equipment under export control, com-
plaining that the necessary legislation would be 'ad-
ding greatly to the burden of government (in terms
of manpower and money) and of British exporters at
a time when our export industry already faces
serious difficulties'.

The Ministry of Defence also now apparently feels
free to publicise its new 'wholly owned commercial
subsidiary', International Military Sales Ltd (IMS).
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This unique example of free enterprise by a Ministry
has had little publicity until now; IMS only came to
public attention when three of its personnel were ap-
prehended last year before the Ayatollah's revolu-
tionary courts.
Under Secretary Braden claimed that IMS had not

ever been an official secret, despite the fact that any
details of its £250 million a year operations are omit-
ted from the Defence White Paper. A suitable ques-
tion about its formation was planted in' parliament
in 1977, he acknowledged, when the Defence Sales
Organisation decided to take it over from the Crown
Agents where it was previously known
euphemistically as Millbank Technical Services
(almost all its business was military).

Despite all this public funding of extraordinary
enterprise, there is little evidence that the weapons
trade is actually boosting exports, for those who see
this as desirable. At Monday's press conference,
DSO head Sir Ronald Ellis conceded that this year's
expectation of £1200 million sales represented, in
real terms, virtually nil growth over five years. Need
they bother at all?
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